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PBAotlOU, �. i sure of steam will there be in the. cyli?der whe� the. piston is 'I exhaust lap retains the steam in the cylinder 10ngE'r, it, to 

:NUMU. XIV. 
at the end of the tenth and twentieth mches of Its stroke, reo that extent, cramps the exhaust; and as a quick running en· l spectively : He.re the tenth �nch of sttoke -whol� distance 

I 
gine requires a more. free exhaust than a slow running one, 

liT JOSBUA B08B. 
I moved by the piston = 10, distance moved by the piston un· I the latter may have Its exhaust'more covered by the exhaust 

In the experiment referred to in our last, the valve had (in' der expansive steam =5, hence the fraction 1\; then the I lap when the piston is at the end of its stroke. 
the first instance, when it had no lap) one sixteenth inch of initial pressure 60 X 5=300+10=30; then 60-30= 30= the f The objection to a valve having clearance is the' open com. 
lead so as to give that amount of exhaust opening when the Ibs. pressure on the piston when it had arrived at the end of I munication permitted between the steam and exhaust ports, 
piston was at the end of the stroke. In the second instance, the tenth inch of its stroke. which, though it exists for only a comparatively insignifi
however, when the valve had -IT of steam lap added to it, it Again: Whole distance moved by piston = 20 inches,distance : cant space of time,is a radical defect,e8pecially when it is borne 
was set so as to have not more than � of lead, the author moved by the piston under expansive steam'lli inches, hence, in mind that, as we have already shown, a slide valve should 
being convinced that, when a valve has sufficient lap to give I the fraction ,H'; then �h� �nitial pressure of the steam 60 x 15 1 always have steam lap,and therefore will always have a pro-
1\ moderately free exhaust, there is more to be lost by back I = 900+20=45; then mltlal pressure 60 -45= 15 = the pres-I portionate amount of exhaust opening, in ruldition to that 
pressure from excessive lead than to be gain�d by the small s�re �f the steam in po�nds

.
per inch at the

, 
end of the twen-I given . to it by �he lead of the valve. Clearance, then, is an 

amount of assistance it lends towards makmg the exhaust 'tleth mch of the stroke or piston movem�nt. f expedient which should never' be resorted to, it being a 
more free. If a valve has no lap at all, it may with advan- By making such a calculation for every inch of the piston! blunder applied merely to remedy a blunder. Clearance to 
tao-e be given an amount of lead that would otherwise be de. movement and setting the figures in a column and adding I a valve having much lap on its steam side is altogether in
cidedlY detrimentaL It would appear that, in the early them together,and dividing their sum total by the number of: admissible, since it is not requisite to give a more free ex
days of steam engineering, one of the advantages due to add- inches in the stroke, we arrive at a tolerably &ccurate, estimate! haust, while it assists in letting'the . exhaust stea� escape 
ing lap to the valve (a f�e exhaust) was largely attributed of the average pressure of the steam upon the piston through-; earlier in the stroke ; and by this. means, 'it �dds tQ . it defect 
to the 10u(1 of the l1alve, since sufficient lap to cut off the out the stroke. ; inherent in slide valves having much'steam lap, which is a 
steam supply when the piston has traveled three quarters .A. review of.the above calculations disclose" that, as before I too early exhaust. 
or even more of its stro.ke will give a sufficiently free ex- stat�t.l1e pressure of the steam has decreased in precise ratio .A. slide valve is sometim�s given what is called clearance, 
hanst, even supposing that the valve has no lead at all. to the increase of the space it occupied, that is to say, when that is to say, it is made wider in its exhaust port than are 

llcferl'ing agaiu to the advantage in economy due to using the pillton was at the end of its fifth incJI of stroke (the steam the two nearest together edges of the steam ports,so that (re 
(or, 11.'3 it is commonly called,working) the steam expansively, supply

.
being cut o� there was five i;lc�es of the lengt� of ferring to Fig. 51) the port, C, of the valve would overlap 

it is self-evidt'nt that, if we have steam at a gage pressure of the cylinder filled With steam at a pressure of 60 Ibs. per mch; the steam ports to the amount of the clearance, giving to 
50 Ibs. per inch. (that is, above the pressure of the atmos- and when the piston was at the tenth inch of its stroke and them both an open communication with the port, C, and 
phere) and rpl'mit its escape at any pressure above that of the steam had expanded sO as to occupy ten inches. of the I therefore with each other d,uring the instant of time at which 
the atmosphere, we shall not have extracted from it all the length of the cylinder, the pressure was reduced to 30 Ibs. per! the valve is in the center of its travel. clearance on the ex
power it contains, because it may be used at the initial pres- inch; and the same rule applies to the ·twentieth inch of! haust side is therefore the very opposite of lap oh the ex
sure of 50 Ibs. per inch during u certain portion of the stroke, s�roke, �or the steam then occupied four times the space it II haust side of a valve. T�e object of clearance is to give 
and, by then being permitted to expand itself before being did as live steam, and had therefol& fallen to one fourth of the valve a more free exhaust, and it is' therefore only re
exhausted, may be employed to perform duty as steam of 49, its original or initial pressure. It is to be noted,however,that sorted to in cases where, the valve having little or no steam 
48, 47, etc. Ibs. per inch, and so on down to that point at while such a calculation is absolutely correct as applied to lap, ,the exhaust steam cannot freely escape.' 
which the indicating needle or hand of the steam gage will any one definite point of the stroke (making no allowance for Common slide valves, however, work 'to bette;r advantage 
�tand at zero, denoting that there is no longer any pressure the steam in pasl!Il.ges and clearance) it is not entirely correct when the lap is so' proportioned as to cut off the steam at from 
in the steam. This last, however, is not actually the case, in its results if we take a number of such points to obtain two thirds to three quarters of the stroke than at any ·�er 
since the pressures marked on the gage are in each case 15 therefrom the actual averase pressure of steam throughout point, because of the comparatively long tltroke of t.he valve 
Ibs. per inch less than the actual pressure of the steam when the stroke, for the following reason: Suppose we calculate (by (and hence large eccentric) necessary when much steam lap is 
the needle stands at that point, which llHbs . serves in a high t�e given rul.e) the pressure.o� th� ste�m per inch upon the brought into requisition, and because of the large amount of 
pressure engine to overcome the atmospheric pressure: which, piston when It had concluded Its Sixth Inch of stroke. Here friction between the valve and cylinder faces in consequence 
in consequence of the exl1.aust port being open to the atmos- the whole distance moved by piston = 6 inches,distance moved of the pressure of the steam on the back of the valve. 'I'hero 
phere, acts upon the exhaust side of the piston as back pres. under expansion =l inch,therefore the fraction is i; then the are of course many devices for balancing such valves and 
sure, and therefore has to be overcome by anequal pressure initial pressure =60 X 1= 60+6=10,then again initial pres- some for reducing the pressure to a minimum,but none havens 
of steam on the opposite side of the piston; so that, when a sure 60 -10=50= prlll\Bure of steam per inch upon the pis- yet appeared whose benefits have proved such as to cause their 
high preSflure engine uses its steam eXpanBinlly, 10 that it ton at the termination of its sixth inch of stroke. Now while general adoption for locomotives or small stationary engines, 
exhausts at the gage pressure of zero, it has extracted from 501bs. per inch accurately represents the pressure of steam to which the application of the common slide valve is now 
the steam all the useful effect possible in such an engine, but upon the piston at the termination of its sixth inch of move- almost universally confined. 
at the same time not all the useful effect or power which the ment, it in nowise represents the average pressure of steam To reduce the friction to :a minimum, that part of the cylin
steam contains, as will be hereafter explained. . This leads p�r inch during the w�ole inc� of movement, because the der face upon which the face of the slide valve works may 
us naturally to another consideration, which is that, if steam piston commenced that Inch of Its movement or stroke under be raised above the general face upon which the steam chest 
be used BXpp.naively in a high p�ure �e to an exces- 60 Ibs. pressure of steam per inch, and not until,it hod con- beds, as is shown:in Fig. 51, so that the steam lap of the valve 
sive extent, the result is an �110S8 of, power" because, if cluded that l�ch ,of m!IV�e�t w�s the press.ure reduced, may have the ste�m ,O!! th,� �<!er as well as the o.uter side, 
the steam on the one side of t.he piston is at a pressure less to 50 Ibs. per meh. Nor Wih It avaIl us to take the mean and be to that extent relieved of the outer pressure. In such 
than the atmospheric pressure on the other, the latter acts of between the t,wo,that is Mlbs. per inch, as t.he average pres-case, the width of the prOjecting faces (marked D in Fig. 51) 
course as a retarding force to the advancing piston. sure for that Inch of movement; because,so long as we calcu- should not 1>e any wider than is the bridge (of the cylinder 

The steam passages between the valve seat and the cylin· late ,the pressure ·at every inch of the stroke, we shall have face) between the steam and exhaust ports; otherwise the wear 
der bore, and the clearance between the piston (when it is the same discrepancy between the pressure at the beginning of the face of the bridge will be the greatest and the valve 
at the end of its stroke) and the cylinder cover, are spaces and at the end of the inch of movement, whether it be at the seat of the cylinder face will wear hollow,the valve springing 
w}ich have each to be filled, during each revolution of the fifth, sinh. or �eventh inch, or at 5t, 6t. or 7t inches of the (to fit such face) from the steam }lreSSUre on its back. Espe
eugene, with live steam ; and if the engine is not worked ex- stroke. To get a mo�� nearly correct result, we must take a cially is this the case where a high pressure of steam is em
pansively, this live s team escapes without giving any of its greater number of pomt!l in the stroke such as every half or ployed. It is not uncommon to cut away these faces ,leaving 
power to the engine, and is" lost, except in so far as it was quarter inch of the piston. movement; the more �ints tak�n, them full o�ly around the edges of the ports, which cutting 
necessary to fill those spaces. If, however, the engine is the more nearly correct Will be the result obtamed. It IS, is performed by a slotting drill. 
worked expansively, the expansive force of such live steam however, generally considered as sufficiently correct for prac- It is advantageous to make the steum ports �ong and nar
iR extracted from it and applied as useful effect upon the pis- tical purposes to take as many points as there are inches in row rather than short and wide, so that, when the valve con�
ton, the result being an appreciable gain in the economy of the piston stroke. mences to open, whether it be on the steam or exhaust side 
steam, especially in those engines which,by reasen of having With a common slide valve, it is not practicable to cut off a small amount of opening will present a comparatively hlrg� 
the ·valve seat in the I!enter of the cylinder, have very long the steam s1lJl�ly to the cylinder sufficiently early in the area for the ingress or egress,as the case may be,of the steam; 
steam passages, not merely because of the length of such pas- stroke to effect so large a degree of expansion; because,i,} tht' hence the supply and exh'aust of the' steam, tq -the Cyiillder 
tiIl.ges, but also because in such cases the steam port serves 11.1- first plaoe, it would require the valve to have an ex.cessive will be larger in proportion to the valve moycment, and 
ternately 8S the exhaust port, and has therefore to be made amount of steam lap, and the exhaust would take place too therefore more instantaneous. A long port' ,vill of cOllrse en
of larger proportions than it would need to be if employed as early in the stroke, thus causing the piston to travel a large tail a broad!lr valve surface, and hence increused p��ssure of 
It titeam port oIily, since an exhaust port always requires to p�portion of the latter pa.rt �f the stroke wi.thout having the valve to i_ts .seat; but this is compensated for by �he de
have 11 larger area than a steam port. Hence the content of any pressure of steam behind It; and because In the second crease in the stroke crf the valve (and hen'ce in �e diameter 
rmch pltssages, together �th the clearance before referred to, place, when there is the large. am.ount of steam lap on the and stroke �f the· eccentric) Pllrniissible witp. the lo�g port. 
bears a large proportion to the whole contents of the cylinder; �ve neceesary to cut off. earlIer In the stroke than at two 'Tlie rule 1!ometimes given by which to calculate the re
and to (lxtract power from the steam contained in them, by thirds (that ill, carrying full steam � thirds of the stroke) quired area of a stelt� port is, say, tor it fast runn.ing engine: 
utilizing its ",xpansive force, is a. considerable gain to the en. the admil8ion, e�n, &Dd e�� of t�e steam to, in, One eighth :a.-e area of the piston is the proper area of the 
gine. and from the cylinder beoomeII very J.rregular In the forward /Iteam port ; the employment of such a rule, however, giYefl a 

FI'Om what hais been already said,' it will be perceived that as compared to the backward stroke of the engine, which ir- result bearing no definite relation to the' piston speed and 
11 high press]lrll engine, to work to .the greatest possible ad- regularity will be shown and treated upon in connection with leaves a wide margin of difference,since either 300 or 600 feet 
vantage and economy, should work its £team expansively to the piston movement, steam supply, etc. To obviate the de- of piston travel per minute is a fast running engine;' whrreas 
such a degree that it will be exhausted at zero of the pres- fect (above referred to) of a too early exhaust, the valve may the amoup.t of steam required to' paS8 through the port for 
sure gage, or in other words at a pressure of 15 Ibs. per inch, have lap added to its exhaust side,that is to say, the exhaust the one speed (suppofling both pistons to be'of equal diame
that being equal to the pressure of the atmosphere on the ex- port of the valve Illay be made narrower than the width be- ter) is double that' reqUired 'for the other; �hile if t.he port 
haust side of the piston. Th", point in the stroke at which tween the two nearest together edges of the steam ports of area is larger than necessaiy,it causes a s�rious loss of steam' 
it may be necessary to eut off the supply of steam to the cyl- the cylinder face, as shown in Fig. 51, C being the exhaust whereas if it is too small, it wiredraws the steam and fail� 
lnder, in order to effect such an amount of expansion, will to supply steam at full pressure to the cylinder. The f�llow-
TII,fr.'according to the pressure of the .initial steam and the ing rule, given by Mr. Bourne,appears to meet the exigencies 
length of the stroke of the engine, and must hence be deter- of the case, by giving the port an are!l- pI:oportionate to t.he 
mined according to those conditions. quantity of steam required to pass through it. The rule is; 

An approximate calculation, as to what extent the steam in Multiply the area of the cylinder in, square inches by the 
a cylinder 1s working expansively and its pressure at the ter-

AD 
speed of the piston in feet per minute, .and divide the pro-

minaiion of each inch of piston stroke .. �y be made by mak- duct by 4,000; the quotient is the area,of each steam port in 
ing the whole distance the p�Wn. has nwved (under both live port of the valve and from .A. to B being the lap on the ex- square inches. 
and expansive steam) the deno�ator and the distance it has haust side. Such lap is, however, only possible when there 
moved under explj.lll!j.ve stllam the n�erator of a fraction, is a good deal of lap on the steam side of the valve. ••••• 

and then multip� the initial preWltl,l'e by the numerator and The amount of, exhaust lap is at all times to be governed EVERY subscn"ber of the ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN ought to 
dividing by the denomipator of the fraction; then subtract by the'spEied at which the engine is to run. .A. fast running be an agent for the increase of its circulation. Whoever reads 
the quotient from. the in,itial pressure, the last product being engine,: cu� off VS ste:un supply at about ODe half stroke the paper can aid in this matter very materially by recom
the pressure of the steam. Thus: Supposing the initial pres- (which is the extreme limit of expansion permissible with a mending it to his neighbors. In the absence of agents, we 
sure of the steam admitted toll. cylinder to be 60 Ibs. per square slide valve), may ha�e exhaust lap to half the amount appeal to our friends to lend us a hand. Let us have a "sub· 

;inch, the length' of the piston stroke to be 20 inches, and the pf the steam lap; a slow running engine may have ex- scription bee," such as we reme�h«lr in our early days, when 
supply of s�m, to, thll cyli_Me,r to be cut off by the valve Aaust .l�p to nea.rly three q!la.rters of . the �ount of the, all turn� out, with oxen, horses,:plows, and shovels,to'do up 
when the piston ha.s.tn,yIlJEi4 r; inches. of its stroke,w�t. pres. steam lap. The reason of the difference is that, as the ' some good work with dispatch. 
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